Rifa'ah Badawi Rafi' at-Tahtawi:
The Egyptian Revivalist
By J. HEYWORTH-DUNNE
(Continued from Vol. IX, Part 4.)
His LITEEARY OUTPUT

fTIHE first thing which strikes the student of the Arabic literature
-*- of this period is the remarkable number of works attributed
to Rifa'ah,1 but, in reality, there is nothing new or startling about
the quantity, for the eighteenth century provides us with the names
of many Egyptian scholars who produced long lists of works on all
the subjects in which the learned were interested and for which there
was a constant demand in scholastic circles.2 Rifa'ah had a gift for
writing which was encouraged by the exceptional circumstances in
which he found himself once he had become absorbed into the military
system created by Muhammad 'All. What is so pleasing about Rifa'ah
is the variety of his literary interests, and he must be credited with
having been the principal actor in laying the foundations of the
" new " literature. His verses, too, were admired by his contemporaries;
as a student in the mosque of al-Azhar, he wrote an urjuzdh on tauhld
which attracted the attention of one of his teachers, Shaikh al-Faddali,
but it was never published.3 He was especially good at Wataniydt,
a new genre in Arabic literature 4 ; he seems to have been the first
to have composed Wataniydt and was probably inspired by French
models ; the following is an excellent example of this type of verse :—

L
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3
4

Sarkls, Mu'jam, 942-7 ; he includes thirty-three works.
al-Jabarti, i, 289-304 ; ii, 25-7 ; ii, 147 ; ii, 164 ; ii, 227-333.
Salih Majdl, op. cit., p. 11.
Patriotic songs or national anthems. The use of the word wataniyah is interesting.
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These simple lines contain a great amount of vigour and colour
and there are many more on the Egyptian Army and the Egyptian
as a fighting man. Rifa'ah often put French poetry into Arabic verse
to illustrate a point in the text. His pupil, Salih Majdi, was also a
very good writer and poet, imitated his master particularly in the
art of composing Wataniydt and translating French poems, many of
which have been published. The better type of Azharl in those days
had no difficulty in writing verse of a kind, he probably acquired the
habit of versification from having to memorize the numerous compendiums, some of them rather lengthy, which were written in the
form of verse, one of the first and most important being the Alfiyah
of Ibn Malik. A great deal of attention used to be paid to the study
of 'arud and kafiyah.
Rifa'ah's literary output began in France and can be divided into
two periods, the first ending in 1841 and the second beginning with
Sa'Id (c. 1854) and ending thirty years later. It will be borne in mind
that he was in disfavour with 'Abbas I, and for the period 1841-9
there was no demand for educational works, from which we can see
that it required the stimulus of an official position and an energetic
chief to get the best out of Rifa'ah, although he does not appear to
have been altogether unoccupied with literary work while he was in
exile in the Sudan.
In Paris, he put Agoub's (Ya'kub) La Lyre Brisee into Arabic
verse and called it Nazm al-'Ukudfi Kasr al-'Ud, which was actually
published there in 1827. His next work to be published was called
Jughrafiyah Saghirah, which was printed in Bulak in 18301; this
was a translation of a French work on geography the author of which
is not known, for which he must have received orders from Muhammad
'All so that the book could be used in the schools. There then followed
a rapid flow of published works, mainly translations made while
Rifa'ah was in France. In 1833, he published a translation on mining
entitled al-Ma'ddin an-Ndfi'a li-tadbir Ma'dyish al-Khald'ilc; in
the same year, he brought out his translation of Depping's Apergu
historique sur les moBurs et coutumes des nations under the title of
Kalaid al-Mafdkhir ft Ghqnb 'Awd'id al-Awd'il wal-Aicdkhir, a work
which he had translated at the suggestion of M. Jomard. In the
following year, he published another translation on geography entitled
at-Ta'rifah ash-Shafiyah li-Mund al-Jughrafiyah, and in the same year,
his original and best work on his journey to Paris entitled Taklilis
1

Perron in Journal Asiatique, July-August, 1843, does not mention this work.
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al-Ibnz ild Talkhis Bans or ad-Diwan an-Nafis bi-Iwan Bans. This
work is worthy of closer attention not only from the point of view of
subject-matter but from the source of inspiration. Travelling in the
Arabic-speaking world was not new ; there had been plenty of
travellers, some of whom had written about their travels, but few of
them had had the opportunity of visiting European countries at such
a late date. Professor Peres, in his L'Espagne vue par les Voyageurs
musulmans de 1610 a 1930} gives us the names of several Moslems
who wrote interesting accounts of their visits to Spain. Shaikh 'AbdalGhani an-Nabulsi (d. 1730) wrote several accounts of his travels in
the Near East, not all of which have been published, but both the
Syrians and the North Africans appear to have had more curiosity
than the Egyptians about travelling and about the people of the
countries they visited. Rifa'ah evidently set out to write an account
of his experiences in France, for he begins the story with his journey
from Alexandria and gives a lot of details about his sojourn in Marseilles;
we cannot therefore attribute the source of his inspiration to Frenchmen. He was most likely asked by Muhammad 'All to write this
book, and we can certainly reckon on the encouragement and support
of his favourite teacher and friend, Hasan al-'Attar, who, being of
North African parentage, was probably curious himself about the
people with whom Rifa'ah was going to live. When the book first
came out, it was referred to as Rihlat ash-Shaikh Rifa'ah or as Akhbdr
BUM Urvbbd. It was translated into Turkish by Rustum Efendl
and published in 1840, and had a wide circulation in Turkey ; it has
run into three editions in Egypt, the second in 1848 and the third
in 1903. When it appeared the first time, Muhammad 'All gave orders
to have it distributed amongst all the officials and his friends. The
fact that such a book as this should be reprinted in 1903 is significant;
it has been observed that the Egyptians lack that spirit of observation
and curiosity about foreign countries; at least, the kind that lends
itself to books. They have been travelling to Europe ever since the
early decades of the nineteenth century, yet there are very few accounts
of individual experiences and reminiscences, and it is only recently
that one or two mediocre accounts have appeared. Rifa'ah certainly
stands out above all his countrymen, and they could not have paid
him a better compliment than having his Rihlah reprinted forty years
after his death and over seventy years after its publication.
1

Paris, 1937.
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In the Rihlah, Rifa'ah is certainly struck with admiration for
France and its high state of civilization. He describes the arts and
sciences, the schools, universities, libraries, museums, and hospitals,
and speaks highly of the virtues of the French, their love of freedom,
glory, chivalry, and honesty. He is at pains to show his co-religionists
that, although the French are Christians, they are unlike the native
Egyptian Christian who is dull-witted and dirty. He shows a keen
desire to awaken in his compatriots that spirit of rivalry by showing
how much better off were the French through their industry and
application, whereas this state of well-being should belong to the
Moslem people. He is full of admiration for the French press, a thing
quite new to him, and his curiosity about the French constitution
and his own notes on some constitutional practices, such as the position
of the king and the power of the Parliament, are particularly interesting.
His sincerity is evident in every word he writes ; he is aware that his
book will be read by his fellow-shaikhs who will never forget for one
moment that Rifa'ah is describing an infidel race. This compels
Rifa'ah to refer to the Kor'an and HacRth in appropriate passages,
as he knows that all his exhortations to the shaikh class regarding
European learning will go unheeded. He is openly antagonistic to
that which is not in accordance with the Kor'an and the Sunnah,
and even uses such terms as ad-daldlah and al-bid'ah when he meets
with something which, from a Moslem point of view, merits such
qualification. The social life of the Frenchman and his ideas on religion
quite obviously upset Rifa'ah. He is critical about the behaviour of
their women, especially those of the higher classes, and is horrified
at the way the men are enslaved by the fair sex. The book is not
lacking in remarks which must bring a smile to the face of the reader;
his naivete about being invited round the hearth, the place of honour
in a French home, is amusing, for he cannot forget what the word ndr
(fire) means to a Moslem. He is relieved to find that French books
have no shuruh and hawashi (commentaries and super-commentaries),
not forgetting that each compendium he had to study in al-Azhar
had quite a library of such literature behind it. In later times, Egyptians
who went to France came from homes that had already assimilated
something of French culture ; they came from a society that had
already lost its purely Egyptian atmosphere ; they were more or
less familiar with French thought and culture. But with Rifa'ah,
we must realize that he came from a thoroughly Moslem-AzhariEgyptian environment where women were never seen outside the
hanm and where there was no kind of social life akin to that of Europe.
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He did not go through those " intermediate " stages of social behaviour
which every educated Egyptian experiences and so the contrasts
must have made a great impression on him. If the Rihlah is an
interesting document to the Egyptian reader, it is all the more so
to the European scholar who wishes to study the psychological attitude
of a pure Azharl towards an entirely different culture.
In 1834, we have still another work on geography entitled al-Kanz
al-Mukhtdr fi Kashf al-Arddi wal-Bihdr, an elementary book written
in the form of questions and answers. Two years later, we have his
first translation on the history of philosophy entitled Kitab Kudamd'
al-Faldsifah, and in 1838-9, three more works, one on the history of
the ancient Egyptians entitled Ta'rikh al-Kudamd' al-Misriyin,
another on geography entitled al-Jughrdfiyah al-'Umumiyah, a partial
translation of Malte-Brun's big work (only volumes i and iii were
published); the third work is a translation of Dumarsais's La Logique,
and entitled al-Mantik.
We then get a break of seventeen years before his next publication,
which brings us to his more literary productions, several of which
resemble the kind of work any Egyptian would have written during
this period. In 1855, he published his Kasidah Wataniyah Misriyah,
a panegyric composed in honour of his patron Sa'id Pasha who had
him brought back from exile in the Sudan. In the same year, another
similar work came out under the title of Manzumat Wataniyah Misriyah,
and it is not until 1863 that we get some new work, for, practically
speaking, he was unemployed ; he was in charge of the Citadel school
for a short time, but this was not a very serious affair; in any case, there
was no demand for technical works or translations. Under Isma'il
Pasha, his special qualifications as a translator and educator again
brought him to the fore; in 1863, he brought out a little grammar
called Jamdl al-Ajurrumiyah, a compendium in verse for use in the
new schools opened by the Pasha. It was meant to replace the longer
Aljiyah of Ibn Malik, as the students in the new schools had not the
time nor the ability to master such a work. There is nothing new in
the method adopted by Rifa'ah, but it undoubtedly paved the way
for a later work which is discussed below. Another panegyric was
brought out in 1864 in honour of Isma'il Pasha entitled Kasidah Wataniyah Misriyah, and, three years later, his translation of Fenelon's
Aventures de Telemaque which was published in Bairut. He called
it Mawdki' al-Afldk fi AJchbdr Telemaque, and, according to his
biographer, he worked on it in the Sudan while in exile, i.e. about
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sixteen years previously. The fact that it was published in Bairiit
so long after he wrote it might point to lack of interest in it in Egypt,
or else there were no facilities for printing it in Egypt at the time on
account of the state of disorganization in the Bulak printing press and
there being no other suitable press available. In the same year, he
brought out another translation on mining called Risdlat al-Ma'ddin
probably at the request of the ruler. The following year, we have his first
volume on the history of Egypt entitled Anwar Taufik al-Jalil fiAkhbdr
Misr wa Tauthik Bam Isma'il, in which he covers the history of ancient
Egypt up to the conquest of the Arabs ; he does not appear to have
completed the work, but it acquired some popularity in spite of its
being unfinished. Two more works were produced in this year, his
Mukaddimah Wataniyah Misriyah, another series of Wataniydt, and
his Ta'nb Kdnun at-Tijdrah, a translation of the French Code Commercial, obviously made at the command of the Pasha, as at this
time a great deal of work was being done on new codes for use in the
Mixed Courts and Native Tribunals.
In 1869, he produced another grammar for use in the schools ;
it was called at-Tuhfah al-Maktabiyah li-Takrib al-Lughat al-'Arabiyah,
and was beautifully written and lithographed in the Madaris printing
press in Darb al-Gamamlz. Here we get something new, for Rifa'ah
breaks away from the old method altogether ; his language is simple
and easily understood, for a great deal of the old technical jargon
is dropped. It is quite evident from his preface that his main idea
was to provide a handbook which would give all the rules of grammar
and would be easy to learn ; Rifa'ah deliberately introduced a new
method, it was not an accident. He deals with grammar by means
of convenient tables which are all thoroughly explained, and a glance
at the book will show that it was meant for practical teaching. It
should have been a great boon after Ibn Malik's Alfiyah, especially
as all the headings of the chapters and sub-chapters were written in
large, thick type, thus facilitating the student's task in looking for
a rule. It would have been interesting to have been able to obtain
the reactions of Rifa'ah's contemporaries to this practical approach
to Arabic grammar. The only reference to be found is that of his
student, Salih Majdi, who states that it was a simple method and
that the tables simplified the study considerably.1 The book was not
reprinted and he does not appear to have had much influence on their
ideas of teaching Arabic. The fault was not Rifa'ah's; the student
1

Op. cit., p. 52.
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could not understand this method of study, he wanted something
he could learn by heart, and the Alfiyah type of compendium was
something that lent itself to memorization. The old school would
certainly have looked upon this attempt of Rifa'ah's as a heresy, and
any short road to the study of Arabic might easily have brought about
a radical change in the status of the Arabic teacher which they did
not consider necessary. In the Preparatory Schools, three years were
allowed for the memorization of the Alfiyah—400 lines were committed
to memory in the first year, 300 in the second, and 300 in the third.
Rifa'ah's little work could have been covered in a year and the practical
results would have been far better.
His Mandhij al-Albdb al-Misriyah ft Mabdhij al-Addb al-'Asriyah,
also published in 1869, is one of his best works. Its object was to give
his readers a general cultural guide of the time, and is full of interesting
material both for the Egyptian reader and the scholar interested in
Egypt of this period, as it gives an indication of the cultural interests
of the educated classes. It must have been popular for a long time
as there was a reprint in 1911. In 1870, he published another original
work entitled al-Kaul as-Sadld fil-Ijtihad wat-Taklid and a collection
of greetings and congratulations under the title of al-Kawdkib anNayyirah ft Laydli Afrdh al-'Aziz al-Mukmirah for Tauflk Pasha.
He published two excellent works on education, one in 1874, entitled
al-Murshid al-Amtn ft Tarbiyat al-Bandt wal-Bariin, the other in
1875, entitled ar-Rasul al-Amtn lil-Bandt wal-Bariin. These are new
approaches to the question of education amongst his compatriots,
and these two works enjoyed great popularity, especially in view of
his ideas on the education of women. Isma'Il Pasha had made a
beginning in the right direction, he had opened two girls' schools, and
Rifa'ah's works were probably timed to appear at a time when the
Pasha was anxious to encourage these new ideas among his subjects.
To what extent he influenced Kasim Amln, the champion of the
emancipation of the Egyptian woman, is hard to say ; Kasim Bey
must certainly have read Rifa'ah's works.
The following works were published posthumously :—
Nihdyat al-Ijdz fi Strat Sdkin al-Hijdz, a religious work on the
prophet (1874).
Mabddi' al-Handasah (1874), an elementary work on geometry.
Ta'rtb al-Kdnun al-Madarii al-Fransdwt (1876).
A takhmls on the Kastdah ash-Shihdb Mahmud (1887).
VOL. X.
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There was another elementary work on geometry printed in Bulak,1
while several of his works remained unpublished, such as his Mukhtasar
Ma'ahid at-Tansis ; his Majmu' fil-Madhahib al-Arba'ah ; and his
Shark Ldmiyat al-'Arab, which would have been useful and interesting
had it been published. He appears to have written a little work or
translation for the medical school which Salih Majdl calls Risdlah
fit-Tibb and there may have been plenty of others.
This formidable list shows us the extent of Rifa'ah's activities.
The majority of his works were on subjects about which no shaikh
had ever written, and certainly not in the way Rifa'ah had done so.
His works on history represent a completely new method as far as
Arabic literature is concerned and so also his works on geography.
He is the only writer of this period to have produced anything readable,
and, although his compatriots always write well of him, it is to be
doubted whether they really appreciate his great pioneer efforts in
providing a basis for modern Arabic literature, especially in its technical
and educational needs.
His STYLE AND LANGUAGE

We have seen that Rifa'ah is the first writer in modern Arabic
literature to have attempted to write on entirely new subjects and
to have attempted to follow European models. He can be compared
with his predecessors such as al-Jabartl, al-Khashshab, and ashSharkawl, the last of that school of degenerate writers who wrote in
a style usually described by modern Arabic writers as rakik, a term
which covers a multitude of sins. These old writers used saj' (rhymed
prose) to the extent of boredom, and when they were obliged to
forego their saj' cliches to describe some simple fact or event, it was
with some difficulty that they achieved their modest aim. The preRifa'ah prose writers used colloquialisms extensively, especially
Turkish words or Arabic words with Turkish meanings. Perhaps
their greatest defect was their lack of vigour, imagination, and inspiration ; their prose was but a reflection of the period in which
they were living. Rifa'ah did not give up saj', he could not have done
so, it would have been the mustahil ar-rdbi', but he used it with some
discretion, such as at the beginning of a work or a chapter, or when
he was appealing to his Egyptian reader, or when he wished to emphasize
some point. His style is simple, vigorous, expressive, and very
1

Handasat St. Cyr. (Handasat Sansir). Sarkls has Saslr.
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readable; to some extent it is affected by his constant reading of
French works, but more probably by the fact that he always made
written translations of the works he read. He knew that his reading
public was limited to students and a few officials whose standard of
culture was low and who were certainly unfamiliar with the West
and its culture. He repeats in his works that he is trying to write in
a simple way in order that the ordinary public could understand him.1
The language of Kifa'ah will be considered here only so far as it is
affected by the use of loan-words, a problem which has never been
satisfactorily studied, and, in this respect, Rifa'ah's works present us
with a suitable field for preliminary investigations as far as Modern
Arabic is concerned.2 By reading some half-dozen of his works,
especially with a view to the study of loan-words, the following tentative
classification has been arrived at:—•
(1) The use of existing borrowed words, particularly of—
(a) Turkish words, many of which had been re-impbrted into
Arabic ; and
(6) Italian and French words, which came into Arabic through
the medium of Turkish, e.g. :—
(a)

iU-l^a-l pharmacy.
Wjl

room ; has now become iojl and pron. in construct
case CJ\.

jlcjj jU. strait, also (jj-"^*beetroot,
museum.
J" arsenal, also *J^_^>".
general. Nearly all military terms were Turkish
until a few months ago.
officer, pron. zabit.
petition.
police station or post;

note also >_S^£ (-|^L>'

guard of honour.
1

RiUah, p. 5.
I am particularly indebted to Mr. J. R. Firth who has been most useful with
suggestions for the beginning of the study of loan-words in Arabic.
2
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barracks ; the Arabic word OLxr is not often used
at this time, although we occasionally find it in
the official documents in 'Abdln Palace.
cafetier.
accountant or book-keeper.
one on duty ; sentinel.
i_Vj

*^J\J' ItaKan tromba.

(6)
J

used synonymously with \jy*\* All/' and *JUI
with the meaning of province or departement.

J

from Italian giornale with specialized meaning of
Governor's report or bulletin. At the time the
Turks borrowed this word, they had not yet
started to use newspapers.
from Italian tavola.
from Italian vapore ; initial j has v sound in Turkish
but w in Arabic, which eventually became i_*.
From a sound feminine plural, a broken plural
jrol_j; was developed.

(2) The second classification includes Egyptian colloquial words
which were in common use amongst writers :—
external,
week.
\Ja\ys-

internal.

i\ j£. r <llc a female singer of a special Egyptian type, but
Rifa'ah also uses the word for describing European
singers.
'j^c- family.
JLC-

children.
money.

<J> IL*»«

central.
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(3) Under this heading, we might include geographical and personal
names as they have their own interesting peculiarities of spelling :—

Astrakhan.
i

Asiatique.
Amerique.
Kleber.

Copenhague.

Calvin (Turkish v).
Liverpool (Turkish v).
Normandie.
(4) Here we have a very- large number of words which could conveniently be classified as the initial borrowings of this period. The
actual foreign word is used in Arabic, and when there was a large
number of them, some translators made a point of arranging them
alphabetically either at the beginning or the end of the translation
as a glossary. This was particularly the case with books on chemistry,
physics, medicine, and botany. As in the case of geographical and
personal names, there were some orthographical difficulties ; the
meaning of the word was limited and there was no attempt made to
develop scatter, such extensions being normally made by periphrastic
expressions.
pneumatique.
thermometre.
orthopedie.
ardoise.
academie.1

1

J
For footnote see p. 410.
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Octobre. Both spellings now obsolete.
^>.yS I used instead.
omnibus.
antimoine, instead of the Arabic
jh.\?,..'> 1 institut.

Ocean.

I paratonnerre.
> presqu'ile, which he also explains
a s °^>_^}~*• A—»_-i

'L/~'-V"?>" i**1

S^>_JJ- v_A-» and S^>_j_=>

postes, generally A L - ^ and
also ^*J"I^J.I J^-.
> platine.
rfewa; billions.
> poele.
bureau.
J
jLJl

politique.
piano (omission offinalj ) .

1

This word has often proved rather awkward for the lexicographers. The following short list is illustrative of their difficulties :—

Ruphy, 1802,

LJJI

Don Raphael, 1822,

Bocthor, 1828,
Handjeri, 1840,

U

j[y_

^ " ^

Marcel, 1869,

i^jJu

slddl

Habeiche, 1896,

tUUI j f

f
^ '
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pair.

from French journal and independent of the Italian giornale above.
chronologie, which he also explains
as juj

i

Decembre, now
Septembre, now

j^L*».

chevalier (Turkish v).
cathedrale.
OU2)_jls

gazettes.

•CJJ ^p I I quarantine ; the verbal form ,j\j5
|; -; <^ I is in common use (the expression
I is of interest; its
equivalent in English would be
" Let's dig in to-night " (i.e. let
us stay at home and not go out
or let us stay " in quarantine "
at home to-night)).
catholique.
4-J LS compagnie ; this most likely came
in through the Italian compagnia.
fabriques.
Fevrier, now obsolete, written^! j^J.
fetiche.
Mars (Egyptian vl>, pron. s).
momie; from Persian, but Bifa'ah's
spelling is unusual.
workshop, factory, yard ; generally
looked upon as a borrowing
from the English word workshop, probably introduced by
Maltese workmen.
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(5) A very common form of borrowing was by way of periphrasis
due mainly to the fact that the writer or translator could find no
suitable Arabic word which could express the idea contained in the
French word or expression.
In such expressions as :—
,_/»ji

(j^

(

-^* <u.Lw» political geography.

(_/=>JJI

?J^> historical geography.

VI JJ>\ jlol religious geography.
,_jbl

cultural geography.

<U»J?

physical geography.

Jic A!LJ (Rousseau's) " Contrat Social ".
administrative sciences.
i».U-l ^ i j ) OpjJU

reserves (lit. kept by for the time
of necessity),
budget.

ilak^-l v_rJ''l zebras (lit. striped asses), although
the Arabic word 2j j is common.
U-OI AIA k- geography (see u^j\ above).
^.^•^ O_y_-^' national debts.
Jj-*JI Jo-j ambassadors.
o* ? y

a

kind of slavery (Rifa'ah is trying
to express the idea of serfdom
in Russia).
irrigation.
Stock Exchange—Bourse.
Insurance Company.

<i J-» 7i_«i. Mayor of Paris.
telegraph.
^
ijLi-l» i.;I^Jl i_fl> jLail

newspaper.
national expenditure.
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to Vote.
ballot box.]
t-~»

vU-Jl i_*J» veterinary medicine.
arsenals,
foundries.
_

ciil.

irrigation.

I4J j»*»Ji> LjIS' " t n e v u s e ( i t o sanctify their kings
-1 •• "
LM II
(sultans) in it (the cathedral)
I --^
• after their accession." The verb
r"y is used now to express the
idea of coronation,
i j ^ i J ] (j-Ua^ idlL. absolute monarch.
e Cologne.

Jjj

Sijj>-jil jv^AJli ^1 *^>"V^J

settlements, encampments.

reclames.

blank forms, the word Sj\X-l is now
used,
proclamation.
newspapers.
li»j

XC^=>SJ|

iL. ^

lisjl

below sea-level.

economics.
Deputes.
(6) The next type of borrowing is one of the most important,
although not during the Rifa'ah period, as Egyptian writers appear
to have failed to understand the possibilities of the development of
Modern Arabic. This refers to the extension of the application of
existing words which Egyptians made great use of during the second
wave of cultural Renaissance under Isma'il Pasha and is a subject
worthy of special study, for it includes the use of neo-Arabic formations,
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the revival of obsolete forms, and the interesting problem of caique.
The following is a list of Eifa'ah's words under the first heading :—
ljj|
"\
" _
*t ^J
A!L^

<J^O-

S»JLJJI X=is>j*
S»-

all

used for political and geographical divisions with additional meanings t o describe
certain European countries where
the system of government was
different to t h a t of the Turkish
Empire.
used to describe liberte and independence ; the word J}4AU»!
was not yet used with the latter
meaning.
used in a variety of expressions
such as—
religious power.
absolute power.
temporal power.
This root is one of the best
examples which could be used to
show the growth of Modern
Arabic.
Bercher in his new
dictionary x gives some twenty
new extensions of application,
b u t the present writer has collected well over a hundred
examples used in legal documents alone.
spiritual rights.

4JjJlaJI ijyi=i ^ j i J I <jjAo~

i^j^-. O U L J -

1

legal rights.
h u m a n rights.
This is another root which
shows a vast extension of application,
public baths.

The adjective public is treated
quite differently in Modern Arabic.
Bercher, Lexique Arabe-Fran^ais, Tunis, 1938.

RIFA'AH BADAWI RAFI' AT-TAHTAWI

iUjUL.
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Treaty.
umbrellas.
fender.
colony.
Deputes.
paper—see above, newspapers, etc.,
under <jjj.
daily newspaper.

(7) A number of the above expressions and words have fallen out
of use in Modern Egyptian Arabic ; the following were used by Rifa'ah
and are now of uncommon occurrence with the meanings given below :—
U

detective or secret agent,
capital (of a country),
storeys,
market.

